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j Dear Mr. Willmott:
,

Your letter of November 24,1982, to President Reagan in regard to the
proposed licensing of the Shoreham Nuclear Power plant has been referred to
this agency for answering. We appreciate your concerns with the licensing of

2
' . nuclear plants, and recognize our responsibility to license only those

facilities which will not cause ham to the public health and safety.

As you are aware, extensive hearings have been going forward before this
agency since the spring of this year looking into whether the problems you
raise in your letter do in fact exist and thus whether the plant may be

.

licensed. For example, you speak particularly of " slip shod and deliberate |
~,
-

construction defects and errors." The on-going hearings have been specif-
ically focused on questions related to the quality of construction at the

'

Shoreham facility since September 14, 1982, and the hearings on these
questions will continue into Janu'ary of next year. Suffolk County has been
represented by competent counsel and technical consultants at these hearings
and has been thoroughly probing whether there is any cause to doubt the

!. quality of construction of the Shoreham facility.

In your letter you also allege that this agency is "short cutting the hearing-

process, white washing our concerns and input." We do not believe this is
so. As we have indicated, hearings in this proceeding started on May 4,1982 !

and have encompassed approximately 22 weeks of actual hearing. The detailed
and thorough cross-examination conducted by Suffolk County's attorneys'

during these many weeks of hearing shows there was no "short cutting" of
this' proceeding. The hearings were moved from Long Island, N.Y. to Washington,
D.C. for the period October 12, B82 until the end of 1982, to allow the )
Licensing Board to work on this and other matters in their offices during 1

evening hours. The parties actively participating in the hearing, including i

the attorneys for the County whose office is in Washington, D.C., did not
object to this move. The only, attorney who did strongly object was a ,

.Mr. Stephen Latham who represents a group known as the Shoreham Opponents ,

Coalition and who has not been actively involved in the hearings. The j

Licensing Board has indicated that had Mr. Latham been attending the hearings, ;
'

. ~ the hearings would not have been moved. -In this' connection, it should also
:
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be noted that after the first couple of weeks of hearing, very few members of
the public attended the hearinos for even a few minutes when they were being
conducted in Suffolk County. .

Further, there has been no limitation on oral examination which-might be
probative and relevant to the issues in the proceeding. The Licensing Board
did require that as predicate to testimony on emergency planning issues that
witnesses be deposed ahead of time to learn what material infonnation they
had which could be put in the record of the proceedings. These depositions

.
were to be held in Suffolk County and open to the public. These witnesses
were then to appear at a hearing before the Licensing Board for further
examination and cross-examination on any material information they had
relevant to the licensing of the Shoreham facility. The County and the other'

intervenors have refused to take part in this proceeding, although given an
opportunity to test the appropriateness of these procedures by appeal before
being bound by them.

- In regard to emergency planning, no licensing of the Shoreham facility will
take place until on-site emergency plans are in place. The regulations of'

the Connission provide:

[N]o NRC or FEMA review, findings, or detenninations
''

concerning the state of offtite emergency preparedness
, !_ or the adequacy of and capability to implement State and
| local offsite emergency plans are required prior to

issuance of an operating license authorizing only fuel'

loading and/or low power operations (up to 5% of the
f- ratedpower). Insofar as emergency planning and pre-.

paredness requirements are concerned, e license
authorizing fuel loading and/or low power operation may
be issued after a finding is made by the NRC that the
state of onsite emergency preparedness provides reasonable
assurance that adequate protective measures can and will

- be taken in the event of a radiological emergency
10C.F.R.I50.47(d).....

| in adopting this regulation, allowing the loading of fuel and the testing
i of reactors at low-power levels, the Connission stated:
i

| - The Comission egrees that there may be slightly higher
risks due to the plant operators having less experience
with the plant at this stage and with a potential for
undiscovered design and construction defects. However,
in the Comission's view, this risk is significantly
outweighed by several other factors. First, the fission

product inventory during low power testing is much less
than during higher power operation due to the low level-

of reactor power and short period of operation. Second,
.

at low power there is a significant reduction in the

. .
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required capacity of systems designed - -

consequences of accidents compared to
capacities under full-power operation.
available for taking actions to identii 1

and mitigate accident consequences is m m "- -|
*

at full power. This means the operate-
sufficient time to prevent a radioactis
occurring. In the worst case, the addi
available (at least 10 hours), even fot .

* - 9likelihood sequence which could eventut
release of the fission products accumu'

'
~

into the containment, would allow adeqt
actions to be taken to protect the pub ~ . g1 !

.

Weighing all risks involved, the Comi: N''
mined that the degree of emergency pre 1 ;_3
sary to provide adequate protection of . .

~~;
4and safety is significantly less than - .gpfull-power operation. [footnoteomittt

p's:.}-T ?eM 'We enclose a complete copy of the Statement of Cooside " Reg.
30323] on adoption of this rule for your informat- ?,%

M Di
No operation of the facility at higher power levt isk M,J~
increases can take place until off-site plans has gency %.

procedure exercises conducted, and any significa* overed :

properly addressed. |fL
y; y a

At the NRC we are aware of the configuration of ' atmost 'M I
importance of protecting health and safety of tk nam plant '< V
will not be licensed for any level of operation zonably 4

: assured that the public could not be hurt by tbt that 5

, 9:j;q -i emergency procedures are in effect comensurate s . hat level
of operation. a"

3

p[?f,UWe appreciate your writing your letter and our c- in z,

relation to the Shoreham plant.
-s,.
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